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PERS effort outlives session
Gov. Kitzhaber says he’ll call a special session this year if the votes for 
compromise are there. Senate Republicans should welcome the effort

Gov. John Kitzhaber greeted Monday’s conclusion of a largely unspecial legislative session by expressing 
his interest in a special session, which he’ll call later this year if he can round up enough votes to strike a deal 
on PERS reform and tax hikes. The guy once known as “Dr. No” is now the guy who won’t take no for an 
answer. Let’s hear it for productively focused stubbornness.

Perhaps it’s uncharitable to refer to the just-concluded session as unspecial, as lawmakers certainly 
can point to a number of accomplishments. They OK’d independent governing boards for the University 
of Oregon, Portland State University and other institutions. They approved legislation that will allow 
illegal immigrants who’ve graduated from Oregon high schools to pay in-state tuition at state colleges and 
universities. They ponied up Oregon’s share of Columbia River Crossing funding, though their cohorts in 
Washington failed to follow suit. And with the help of an improving economy and very modest retirement-
system reform, they gave public schools a big raise.

Some bad bills inevitably made it through, including a prohibition on smoking in cars while children are 
present and a bill that will make it much more difficult for property owners to decline renters who use Section 
8 vouchers. Burdensome regulations make the housing program unappealing for many landlords, whose 
disinterest shouldn’t be attributed automatically to discrimination based on income or race.

However, the primary reason this session belongs in the “meh” file is the failure of lawmakers to make 
serious adjustments to the state’s pension system. Months of dickering produced no reforms to some of the 
system’s most galling flaws, from the use of sick leave and vacation time to spike pension payments to the 
windfalls enjoyed by inactive PERS members who lucked into Money Match bonanzas.

Lawmakers can claim with some justification that it’s both complicated and legally risky to tackle such 
quirks, as outrageous as they may be to most taxpayers. It’s difficult to make the same argument when it comes 
to reducing annual cost of living adjustments, which is a very effective way to reduce the system’s cost and 
keep money in classrooms. In fact, Senate Bill 822 derives most of its savings from doing just this. It doesn’t go 
nearly far enough, however, which is why not a single Republican in either the House or Senate voted for it.

SB822’s inadequacy is also why Gov. Kitzhaber pushed so hard late in the session for a compromise 
that would reduce COLAs further while raising taxes modestly. The state’s biggest business groups backed 
the effort despite the tax hikes, and members of both parties were willing to go along as well. Unfortunately, 
there weren’t quite enough of them, and the session that could have produced something great sank back into 
mediocrity.

Kitzhaber isn’t ready to give up. He’ll spend some time this summer gauging support for a compromise, 
he told The Oregonian editorial board Monday. If he’s convinced the votes are there, he’ll call a special session.

The governor’s summer support tour should appeal particularly to Senate Republicans, who stuck a 
fork in the compromise late in the session. Kitzhaber says he’s willing to consider tax breaks benefiting small 
businesses, which Republicans want, as long as the end result is a package that trims PERS adequately and 
increases funding for public services sustainably.

Senate Republicans should be grateful for the governor’s determination. They could come away from 
this summer with further PERS reform, a business tax cut and — not to be underestimated — protection 
during next year’s campaign from being known as the G-No-P, which is what they’ll get if they allow their 
stubbornness to become mulishness.
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F
or most of last year, Ron Wyden was
crying wolf.

In the U.S. government’s approach to
surveillance and gathering information,

the Oregon Democratic senator insisted, it was
using secret interpretations of laws to con-
duct much broader data collection
than anybody realized. As a mem-
ber of the Senate intelligence com-
mittee, he could not speak openly,
but he warned that if Americans
knew what their government was
doing, they would be considerably
surprised — and dismayed.

Recently, we have learned a lot
more about the extent of govern-
ment intelligence collection, and it turns out
there isn’t a wolf.

There are millions of wolves, busily collect-
ing the outlines of phone calls and Internet
use by Americans not suspected of anything,
on the grounds that the data might somehow
be “relevant.”

As Jennifer Valentino-DeVries and Siobhan
Gorman wrote in The Wall Street Journal on
Monday, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance

court, operating in secret, has expanded the le-
gal meaning of“relevant” until it lets the govern-
ment collect, well, anything. “People familiar
with the system that uses phone records,” they
wrote,“saythatthecourt’snovel legaltheoriesal-
lowthesystemtoincludebulkphonerecords,as

long as there are privacy safeguards
to limit searches.”

Two phrases that you never want
to see used together: “secret court”
and “novel legal theories.”

But in FISA court, that’s the reg-
ular process. For years after the
passage of the Patriot Act in 2001,
people expressed concern about its
Section 215, giving the government

broad access to business records if it thought
they might be relevant to an investigation.
What we know now, saysWyden, is that the is-
sue goes way beyond that.

“It is a big leap,” said Wyden on Tuesday,
“from the plain text of Section 215 that you
would pull up on your laptop in Coos Bay and
the government’s interpretation of it.”

The leap is especially big when the govern-
ment doesn’t have to tell you about it or how it

thinks it’s justified. The FISA court operates in
secret, hearing arguments only from the gov-
ernment side, and the court’s rulings are se-
cret. (The rulings are theoretically subject to
appeal, Wyden notes, but it’s hard to appeal a
ruling that you don’t know exists.) The rulings
are available to the Senate and House intelli-
gence committees, but its members can’t talk
about them.

All they can do, within narrow legal con-
straints, is occasionally murmur something
about the proximity of a wolf.

“The government has never admitted that
it is vacuuming up enormous amounts of in-
formation about law-abiding Americans,” says
Wyden. “We have been trying for years to get
the legal underpinnings declassified.”

So Wyden, in a public intelligence commit-
tee hearing this spring, could only ask James
Clapper, the director of national intelligence, if
the government was collecting information on
millions of Americans — knowing that the an-
swer was yes and knowing that Clapper would
say no.

Then this summer came some massive,
and massively illuminating, leaks by Edward

Snowden — a private consulting company’s
new employee, whose access to government
intelligence is itself an argument about the
danger of collecting it.

After that, on June 27, 26 U.S. senators — led
byWyden and Mark Udall of Colorado — wrote
formally to Clapper requesting information
about the government’s practices.“We are con-
cerned,” they wrote, “that by depending on
secret interpretations of the Patriot Act that
differed from an intuitive reading of the stat-
ute, this program essentially relied for years on
a secret body of law.”

Which is not how law is supposed to work.
For a long time, says Lee Tien, an attorney

at the Electronic Frontier Foundation in San
Francisco, which advocates for Internet civil
liberties, Wyden “was like a man with a gag,
mumbling behind a cloth that some really bad
things were happening.”

A man with a gag.
Surrounded by wolves.

•
David Sarasohn, associate editor, can be reached
at 503-221-8523 or dsarasohn@oregonian.com.

See other writing at oregonlive.com/sarasohn

A secret court’s secret law is now a little less secret
WYDEN’S WARNINGS
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G
ov. John Kitzhaber greeted Monday’s conclusion of
a largely unspecial legislative session by expressing
his interest in a special session, which he’ll call later
this year if he can round up enough votes to strike

a deal on PERS reform and tax hikes. The guy once known as
“Dr. No” is now the guy who won’t take no for an answer. Let’s
hear it for productively focused stubbornness.

Perhaps it’s uncharitable to refer to the just-concluded session
as unspecial, as lawmakers certainly can point to a number of
accomplishments. They OK’d independent governing boards
for the University of Oregon, Portland State University and other
institutions.They approved legislation that will allow illegal im-
migrants who’ve graduated from Oregon high schools to pay
in-state tuition at state colleges and universities. They ponied
up Oregon’s share of Columbia River Crossing funding, though
their cohorts in Washington failed to follow suit. And with the
help of an improving economy and very modest retirement-
system reform, they gave public schools a big raise.

Some bad bills inevitably made it through, including a pro-
hibition on smoking in cars while children are present and a
bill that will make it much more difficult for property owners
to decline renters who use Section 8 vouchers. Burdensome
regulations make the housing program unappealing for many
landlords, whose disinterest shouldn’t be attributed automati-
cally to discrimination based on income or race.

However, the primary reason this session belongs in the“meh”
file is the failure of lawmakers to make serious adjustments to
the state’s pension system. Months of dickering produced no
reforms to some of the system’s most galling flaws, from the use
of sick leave and vacation time to spike pension payments to
the windfalls enjoyed by inactive PERS members who lucked
into Money Match bonanzas.

Lawmakers can claim with some justification that it’s both
complicated and legally risky to tackle such quirks, as outra-
geous as they may be to most taxpayers. It’s difficult to make
the same argument when it comes to reducing annual cost of
living adjustments, which is a very effective way to reduce the
system’s cost and keep money in classrooms. In fact, Senate Bill
822 derives most of its savings from doing just this. It doesn’t go
nearly far enough, however, which is why not a single Republi-
can in either the House or Senate voted for it.

SB822’s inadequacy is also why Gov. Kitzhaber pushed so hard
late in the session for a compromise that would reduce COLAs
further while raising taxes modestly.The state’s biggest business
groups backed the effort despite the tax hikes, and members
of both parties were willing to go along as well. Unfortunately,
there weren’t quite enough of them, and the session that could

have produced something great sank back into mediocrity.
Kitzhaber isn’t ready to give up. He’ll spend some time this

summer gauging support for a compromise, he told The Ore-
gonian editorial board Monday. If he’s convinced the votes are
there, he’ll call a special session.

The governor’s summer support tour should appeal partic-
ularly to Senate Republicans, who stuck a fork in the compro-
mise late in the session. Kitzhaber says he’s willing to consider
tax breaks benefiting small businesses, which Republicans
want, as long as the end result is a package that trims PERS ad-
equately and increases funding for public services sustainably.

Senate Republicans should be grateful for the governor’s de-
termination. They could come away from this summer with
further PERS reform, a business tax cut and — not to be un-
derestimated — protection during next year’s campaign from
being known as the G-No-P, which is what they’ll get if they al-
low their stubbornness to become mulishness.

PSU class helps push through a bill that could help rewrite the rules for college debt

I
t’s too bad members of Congress weren’t
required to take Student Debt Econom-
ics, Policy and Advocacy at Portland
State University. If they had taken the

class, perhaps Democrats and Republicans
could have found enough common ground
to keep student loan rates from doubling.

Legislators still might cast aside their differ-
ences and avoid the increases before school
starts, even though the technical deadline
for legislation to keep rates at 3.4 percent has
passed. But students at Portland State have
initiated a much more productive discussion.

Thanks in part to a project that originated
in the student debt class, the Legislature last
week passed House Bill 3472. The bill directs
the Higher Education Coordinating Commis-
sion to explore a“Pay Forward, Pay Back” pilot
program that would delay tuition payments
until after students graduate and tie the cost
to earnings.

The plan, designed by John Burbank of
the Economic Opportunity Institute in Se-
attle, has been compared with the Australian
Higher Education Contribution Scheme. But
Burbank said it is different in important ways.
The Australian program still relies on loans,

with expectations that students pay back cer-
tain amounts.“Pay Forward, Pay Back” is not a
loan program; it’s a pledge to pay back a per-
centage of earnings.

Since the plan is untested, Oregon will have
to explore some difficult questions. A key one
is whether to cap the payments that a former
student would be required to pay. Burbank,
the PSU students and the Oregon Working
Families Party, which helped lobby for the
bill, envision graduates of four-year schools
paying about 3 percent of their income for
about 24 years. Some graduates would pay
less than they would with traditional loans.
Some would pay more. A handful who cre-
ate successful companies or enter lucrative
careers could pay a lot more.

That potential reveals both a strength and
a weakness of the plan.To many, the idea that
those who earn more should pay more is ap-
pealing, particularly in progressive Oregon.
But if enough ambitious students choose tra-
ditional payment options, the financial model
of the new plan weakens.

Tracy Gibbs, who was part of the PSU class,
said students debated that point. She ac-
knowledged that some students likely would

choose not to participate without a cap. But
“the majority felt the cap would ruin the
spirit,” she said.

A pilot program is a good way to gauge
which side of that debate was right. The
Higher Education Coordinating Commis-
sion also will have to work out operational
details, such as how to collect payments and
track students as they move. And there’s the
biggest detail of all: how to fund the upfront
costs of the program.

Creating this program likely will be a slow
process, and it probably won’t be the college-
finance solution for everyone. But it’s worth a
try. U.S. student loan debt is approaching $1
trillion, an expense that creates a drag on the
economy by reducing young adults’ ability to
buy homes and make other purchases. At the
least, Oregon is trying to find a solution instead
of playing political games with student debt.

When asked what she learned from the PSU
class and her experience helping push an idea
through the Legislature, Gibbs said:“I learned
about talking to people who are of a different
ideological viewpoint than me … how to ne-
gotiate with them.”

Yep, Congress should have taken the class.

Students loan an idea to Legislature
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Gov. John Kitzhaber delivered his state of the state address to a joint
session of the Oregon Legislature in January.

Wednesday Web chat
With more than 400 comments, our Sun-

day editorial on Sherwood’s reaction to
Wal-Mart is getting a lot of reader attention
online. The Oregonian’s Mark Hester will
chat with readers about citizen backlash,
business regulation proposals, public opin-
ion and community development.

Join the conversation today at noon at The
Stump.

200 wiseguy words
The Oregonian’s David Sarasohn writes a

short take of political commentary about the
rhythm of health care reform: “It is the proud
boast of Oregon that ‘Things Look Differ-
ent Here,’ but we can claim more than that:
Things also sound different here. In most
other states, health care reform means an-
gry background noise; here, we have back-
ground music.”

Read and comment at The Stump.

Opinion roundup
The Oregonian’s Len Reed shares links to

opinions from around the Web.
Read and comment at The Stump.

National columnists
Rich Lowry comments on the Environ-

mental Protection Agency’s misguided skep-
ticism on fracking:
“The EPA just dropped
its study of fracking al-
legedly contaminating
the water in Pavillion,
Wyo. … It is one in a
long series of disap-
pointments for anti-
fracking crusaders
who expect at least the EPA, if no one else, to
credit their crackpottery and paranoia.”

•

Kathleen Parker discusses the effect of
electronic media on the George Zimmer-

man trial: “The ex-
cessive coverage and
commentary we’ve
watched in recent
years may be good
theater but bad for
justice. … The Zim-
merman trial is rivet-
ing not because two

men got in a scuffle and one of them died. …
It is that one was black, the supposed victim
of a profiling vigilante, and the other white.”

Read and comment at The Stump.

The Stump is our opinion blog.
It includes not only editorials,
commentary and letters to the editor,
but also online-only content from

The Oregonian’s editorial team and access to
additional commentary.

oregonlive.com/thestump

Online at The Stump

More online at The Stump

Agenda 2013: Readmore of The Oregonian editorial
board’s priorities atORne.ws/editorial-agenda-2013

Kitzhaber op-ed: Read Gov. John Kitzhaber’s commentary on the
2013 legislative session at oregonlive.com/thestump

Your opinion: Let us know what you think. Write a letter to the
editor or comment online at oregonlive.com/thestump
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